**Wednesday, April 3**

Mathematics 115: Calculus 3: Differential Vector Calculus – Prof. Klangwang

Biology 325: Animal Behavior – Prof. Fleishman

Anthropology 230: Medical Anthropology – Prof. Barber

English 100: Intro to Study of Lit: Poetry – Prof. Mitchell

**Friday, April 5**

Mathematics 117: Calculus 4: Integral Vector – Prof. Jauregui

Computer Science 321: Data Mining & Machine Learning – Prof. Webb

Economics 242: Macro Theory & Policy – Prof. Dogruer

**Wednesday, April 10**

Geology 117: Natural Disasters – Prof. Garver

Mechanical Engineering 333: Heat Transfer Analysis – Prof. Wehe

Economics 364: Business Analytics – Prof. Dvorak

Political Science 230: Ancient Political Thought – Prof. Cidam

**Friday, April 12**

Chemistry 352 Quantum Chemistry – Prof. Anderson

Geology 109 Global Warming – Prof. Rodbell

Art History 340: European Modern Art 1880-1940 – Prof. Cox

English 306: Romanticism and Natural History – Prof. Burkett

**Wednesday, April 17**

Biomedical Engineering 338: Mechanobiology – Prof. Currey

Biology 242: Neurobiology – Prof. Olberg

Philosophy 266: Philosophy in Literature – Prof. Sommerlatte

History 149: The Second World War Era – Prof. Berk
Friday, April 19

Mathematics 115: Calculus 3: Differential Vector Calculus – Prof. Klangwang
Biology 325: Animal Behavior – Prof. Fleishman
Political Science 230: Ancient Political Thought – Prof. Cidam
Psychology 300: Research Methods in Psych – Prof. Bizer

Wednesday, April 24

Mathematics 199: Intro to Logic and Set Theory – Prof. Friedman
Chemistry 101: Intro to Chemistry 1 – Prof. Fox
Anthropology 230: Medical Anthropology – Prof. Barber
English 100: Intro to Study of Lit: Poetry – Prof. Mitchell

Friday, April 26

Geology 117: Natural Disasters – Prof. Garver
Biology 103: Diversity of Life – Prof. Yukilrvich
Art History 340: European Modern Art 1880-1940 – Prof. Cox
English 306: Romanticism and Natural History – Prof. Burkett

Monday, April 29

Mathematics 117: Calculus 4: Integral Vector – Prof. Jauregui
Philosophy 266: Philosophy in Literature – Prof. Sommerlatte